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ENGAGEMENT REPORT  
 

 

Background 
 

The Project 

Renewal SA (RSA) on behalf of the South Australian Housing Trust is managing the Renewing Our Streets 

and Suburbs (ROSAS) program to renew all pre-1968 SA Housing Trust housing over the next 15 years. 

Melrose Park Renewal Project site is 7,762 square metres of land situated approximately 7 kilometres from 

the CBD.  The project involves renewing the site at Lot 362 Regent Street, formerly occupied by 38 SA 

Housing Trust (SAHT) cottage flats built around 1960. 

The exciting renewal of the site will deliver a diversity of affordable and market priced energy efficient 

housing, within a well-designed precinct that achieves uplift in density and successfully interfaces with 

neighbouring land uses and existing communities.  It will also feature a public reserve for the wider 

community.   

Junction Australia is a leading social housing provider, and will manage the redevelopment of the site. 

 

Planning Approval Process 

In September 2015, the Development (Renewal of Social Housing) Variations Regulations were made to 

support the objectives of the ROSAS program. The State Coordinator-General (SCG) and the State 

Commission Assessment Panel (SCAP) of the State Planning Commission formerly the Development 

Assessment Commission (DAC) are the appointed bodies to assess the ROSAS development applications. 

Applications for dwellings and associated land division proposals are lodged directly with the SCG, having 

been assessed against a set of published performance criteria.  For Apartment Developments, a pre-

lodgement process is undertaken that includes planning and design input from State agencies and 

Councils.  

As part of the SCG process, RSA consults with neighbours of apartment development proposals to canvass 

comments.  

 

Engagement Objectives & Methodology  

To provide an opportunity for neighbouring residential property owners and tenants who might have an 

immediate interest in the development proposal for Lot 362 Regent St, Melrose Park, RSA in partnership 

with Junction Australia held a ‘Drop-in and Chat’ session on November 13 2017 at the Hope Church at 

Melrose Park.  Residents and property owners adjacent to the project site at Lot 362 Regent St, Melrose 

Park, were invited (see Appendix 1) and advised that the purpose of the session was to view and discuss 

the redevelopment plans proposed for the site with RSA, Junction Australia and Qattro Pty Ltd team 

members, and provide comments for consideration by the State Coordinator-General as part of the 

planning approval process.   
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If unable to attend this session, those invited were encouraged to contact Junction Australia before 

November 24 to discuss opportunities to view plans and provide comment.  Junction Australia was 

approached by 7 residents from 5 properties and details of these conversations are contained within 

Appendix 5B. 

The key audience was neighbouring residents and property owners within the engagement area (see blue 

area on map).  A Category 2 notification (as defined within the SCG process) was determined, with an 

extended 60 metre radius of notification.  The Community Drop-in and Chat Session invitation was also 

forwarded to City of Mitcham, State and Federal Members.  Engagement with local residents focussed on 

an engagement area of some 70 or so properties identified in the map (over). 

Prior to the ‘Drop-in and Chat’ session Junction Australia made a presentation to Full Council meeting on 

10th October 2017 (open to the public) and where Council consented to the vesting of the open space and 

the road in Council as public land - reported on City of Mitcham website. 

 

 

Map showing Project site (red) and Engagement (blue) area. 
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Key Engagement Findings 

One resident attended the Drop-In and Chat session who identified themselves as living within the 

engagement area (extended 60 metre buffer) see Appendix 2.  

Participants attending the session were invited to view the plans on display (see Appendix 6) and provide 

general comments about the project with post-it notes on the Ideas and Comments panel or in writing by 

November 24 in two ways, either via email to Renewal SA or by completing a community comment form 

for the proposed apartment building for SCG consideration (provided to all attending the Drop-In and Chat 

Session and which could be returned then or posted to Renewal SA using a reply-paid envelope). 

The one resident who attended engaged with team members, discussing aspects of the project plans and 

expressing general interest and no immediate concerns.  No post-it notes (see Appendix 3) or Community 

Comment Forms for State Coordinator-General, were received (see Appendix 4) at the Drop-in and Chat 

session with the participant electing to take the form home to complete and return.  

Two community comment submissions were received by Renewal SA after the Drop-in session (see 

Appendix 5) one included a petition (with 45 signatures) from 27 addresses all from Romsey Grove, 

Wheaton & Kegworth Road/s.  Seventeen of the addresses listed in the petition (33 signatures) were from 

the initial engagement area, with the balance from the combined engagement area.  A summary of the 

submissions received by November 24, is provided in Appendix 5A, key points from the submissions 

included:  

 Opposition to 1-way road 

 car parking and access concerns 

 traffic congestion  

 proposed built form 2 & 3 storey  

 lack of consultation with local residents 
 

After the Drop-In session Junction Australia was approached by a number of residents, with a number 

indicating that they did not receive the invitation.  In response, Junction Australia decided to mail out their 

project flyer (Appendix 7) to local residents on November 20, expanding the original engagement area by 

72, to a combined total of 142 properties.  A summary of these conversations was provided by Junction 

and appears in Appendix 5B, key points from the conversations included: 

 Increased traffic and creating a ‘rat run’ 

 Overlooking 

 Parking allocations, existing car parking issues and road widths 

 Not receiving notification of Drop-In session 

 Stormwater provision 

 Location suitability for 3-storey apartments 

 Housing density and design 

 Clarification of affordable housing 
 

In addition, one of the residents from within the engagement area approached the local MP Annabel 

Digance (State Member for Elder) and, in response, a decision was made by the member to invite local 

constituents to her office on December, 4 to: voice their concerns to her; enable discussion; and where 

she could encourage constituents to provide their feedback in a submission due at her office on December 
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8.  Almost 30 local residents attended the session, all from within the combined engagement area which 

had been letter box dropped by the Elder Electoral Office.   

All issues raised at the December 4 discussion were listed and provided to RSA, along with further 

submissions received (24) for inclusion in the engagement report for SCG consideration.  Key points from 

the discussions as summarised by the Elder Electoral office, included; 

 Traffic Management issues with increased traffic flow through already narrow and congested 
streets as well as possible rat running, 

 Lack of privacy and continued enjoyment by those residents already settled in the area with the 
proposal of 2 and 3 storey dwellings, 

 Increased congestion on the local streets due to overflow parking from the proposed dwellings, 

 Concern and lack of reassurance as to ongoing care and maintenance of the site post completion, 
and 

 The apparent lack of regard of current local home owners and residents concerning consultation. 
 

Junction Australia has addressed each of the issues raised in this report and is providing information on its 

position/action for each within a separate document accompanying the revised plans for consideration by 

the SCG within the planning assessment process.  

 

While the submissions are included in this report, the identities of the respondents (and any photographs, 

illustrations or text identifying or depicting their property) have been withheld from this public document 

in respect of personal privacy.  The full details and all photographs/illustrations have been provided in 

confidence to the State Co-ordinator General.  
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Appendix 1 – Community Drop-in and Chat Invitation 
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Appendix 2 – map used at the Drop-in and Chat Session 
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Appendix 3 – Post it notes completed by public at the Drop-in Session – (0) 

 

IDEAS or COMMENTS – is there anything that you feel has not been addressed? 

 

IDEAS or COMMENTS – What did you think of today’s drop-in and chat session?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Team members 
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Appendix 4 – submissions received at the Drop-in & Chat Session – (0) 
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Appendix 5A – Submissions received after the Drop-in & Chat session – (2)  

Submission Summary 

NO. ADDRESS LOCATION ISSUES RAISED 

1 Romsey 
Grove 

Within 
engagement 
area 

One way road - significant increase in traffic for Romsey 
(narrow road) 
Exacerbate existing street parking/access  issues 
Overlooking concerns 
No other three-storey buildings in area 
Concerns with consultation process 

2 Romsey 
Grove  

Within 
engagement 
area 

Petition submitted with 44 signatures from 20 residences in 
Romsey Grove, Wheaton & Kegworth Rd/s (multiple 
signatures per residence) 
11 properties within the engagement area (30 signatures) 
9 properties outside the engagement area (14 signatures) 
Concern about impact of 3-storey apartment, opposition to 
1-way road, increase in traffic in area with existing access 
and car parking issues. Questioning the 
engagement/consultation process. 

3    
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Submission received 24/11/2017 –  

From:  

Sent: Friday, 24 November 2017 3:04 PM 

To: Renewal SA, Reception (Renewal SA) <Reception.RenewalSA@sa.gov.au> 

Subject: Re: Melrose Park Development, Lot 362 Regent St, Melrose Park 

To the State Co-ordinator General 

Comments on the Melrose Park Development, Lot 362 Regent St, Melrose Park 

My name is DETAILS WITHHELD and I am a resident of Melrose Park, living with my husband DETAILS 

WITHHELD at Romsey Grove. Our house is DETAILS WITHHELD to the proposed Melrose Park 

Development. 

We are generally supportive of development at Lot 362, but we have a few concerns regarding the 

current proposed design. Our concerns are as follows: 

1) We are concerned about the proposed one-way road between Kegworth Road and Regent St/Romsey 

Grove, as this will lead to a significant increase in traffic, particularly on Romsey Grove. Romsey Grove is 

a narrow street that already experiences high traffic load for a residential street. Romsey Grove also has 

issues with street parking affecting access for larger vehicles and trailers. Adding another road will 

further compound these issues. Furthermore, it is unclear as to whether the current design provides 

sufficient parking for the expected residents and visitors to the proposed development. 

2) We are concerned about the exact design of the two-storey townhouses, specifically the ones closest 

to our property. We would like assurances that these townhouses will not have window or balcony views 

into our backyard or side and rear windows, which are currently hidden from public view behind a 2m 

fence. Building two-storeys may allow views over this fence which will infringe upon our privacy. 

3) We are concerned about the proposed three-storey apartment building, which is unsuitable for this 

low-build residential area. There are no other three-storey buildings in the area and allowing this 

development will set a precedent that could lead to other three-storey buildings approved for this area. 

We would prefer that Melrose Park remain a one- and two-storey building area. 

Overall, there has been insufficient consultation on the project, with very little time allowed for 

consultation and no materials available online or to take away for closer examination. We have been 

given the impression that the project design is final and not open change, which is against the spirit of 

meaningful community consultation (and is far more like community notification). In addition, many of 

our neighbours were completely unaware of the project until we spoke to them - it seems consultation 

was limited to the immediately adjacent neighbours only. We feel this is unacceptable as such a large 

development will clearly impact on the wider neighbourhood both during construction and as a 

completed project. 

As noted earlier, we are generally in favour of developing Lot 362 and there are several positive features 

of the current design, including retention of the three large trees, public open space with landscaping 

and a walking path connecting Regent Street and Kegworth Road. However, if the above points are not 

addressed, we will not be able to support the proposed development it its current form. 

We would appreciate continued communication on these issues and project updates, if possible. 

Thank you, 

DETAILS WITHHELD  

mailto:Reception.RenewalSA@sa.gov.au
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Submission received 24/11/2017 –   

 
From:  

Sent: Friday, 24 November 2017 3:37 PM 

To: Renewal SA, Reception (Renewal SA) <Reception.RenewalSA@sa.gov.au> 

Cc: elder@parliament.sa.gov.au 

Subject: lot362 Regent St Melrose PK 

 

ATT RenewalSA  

 

Attached is a petition signed by over 40 residents oppossing the developement lot 362 Regent st Melrose 

park. The 3 story building raises most concern and is not wanted by all.  2 story is excepted  

One hundred % of home owners in Romsey Grove Melrose PK oppose.the one way road leading from 

Kegworth rd to Reagent that runs into Romsey grove.  Romsey grove is very narrow limited parking and 

some times blocked by car parked on both side the council has put signs for only local traffic they have not 

worked.  Looking for other ideas to resolve this not put more traffic into it 

The amount of units on this space raises concern by all giving high density living has social problem 

Most people are not against the developement entirely they are positive and like the park gardens keeping 

of what trees are left.  They are concerned with the lack of information and transperency of the site. 

With the limited time we have had and the lack of information I beleive we should have had more 

consultation 

 

DETAILS WITHHELD 

  

mailto:Reception.RenewalSA@sa.gov.au
mailto:elder@parliament.sa.gov.au
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Received 24/11/2017   
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Appendix 5B – Junction Australia conversations with local residents 

This is an email clarifying the discussions Junction Australia (JA) has undertaken with the residents of the 

immediate area, and how their concerns were addressed: 

 

Residents from Romsey Grove, Melrose Park: 

         Visited JA and spoke with JA team member/s on the 16th November. 

         Had concerns regarding traffic, overlooking and privacy and JA team member/s talked them 
through how all these issues had been considered and solved in the design process and would 
not cause problems. 

         At the end of their visit they expressed that the park and renewal of the site would add to their 
community and they are quite happy. 

  

Residents from Romsey Grove, Melrose Park: 

         Resident visited JA and spoke with JA team member/s on the 23rd November. 

         People immediately next to the site, including resident were not included in the initial letter 
drop advising of the community consultation. 

         Lack of parking – this was addressed by JA team member/s who explained that there is sufficient 
parking for the dwellings that will be constructed. (2 per each to market dwelling, 19 for the 15 
apartments and 3 additional for the reserve. 

         Overlooking – It was explained that this has been addressed through design, with the placement 
of the apartment building, balcony materials and design and window size and placement. No 
overlooking into any private property will be possible and no privacy that currently is in place for 
any existing dwelling will be invaded. 

         Traffic onto Romsey Grove – We explained this has been looked at in great detail and deemed to 
not offer any significant additional traffic.  

  

Resident from Wheaton Road, Melrose Park: 

         Visited JA and spoke with JA team member/s on the 28th November. 

         People immediately next to the site, including resident were not included in the initial letter 
drop advising of the community consultation.  

         Inquired as to the number of bedrooms and size of each in the townhouse- I went through the 
plan with him 

         Lack of parking- discussed the number per townhouse and apartment provisions 

         Overlooking- discussed that windows were high up on the wall and would not pose any privacy 
issues 

         3 Story apartment building- resident expressed that this is not normal for the area and will 
reduce the value of their home. I explained that this is unlikely and used the Bowden example to 
demonstrate what has happened in that area. 

         Density on the site- discussed the block sizes and potential number of occupants 

         Stormwater- discussed that each house would meet the BCA requirements 

         Stormwater for the whole for Melrose Park flooding South Road. Advised this was not related to 
the project and as such I could not discuss.  

         Traffic and Road widths- scaled off the plan and advised approx. width. Resident advised that 
they were concerned with all the traffic having to pass their house to access the site and why 
didn’t we make it accessible from both ways, with a block in the middle.  I advised that council 
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proposed this at the DPTI meeting based on the council rubbish truck not reversing the length of 
the road.  

        Resident stated they would prefer that the site is community titled, so that surrounding rate 
payers are not responsible for the upkeep of the road and park.  I advised that the public road is 
a requirement of the Torrens titling process and that it is in the interest of purchasers to have 
their allotment titled in this way, as it is for you and I.  

         Rat Run- I said that it would be unlikely based on preliminary traffic studies.  

         Parking on Kegworth, Regent Street and Romsey Grove already an issue- I advised that we have 
ample parking and that resident needs to follow this current issue up with council  

         Width of Wheaton Avenue- I advised this is not in scope of the project and to discuss with 
council.  

         Affordable housing sold to investors- Explained that it is a condition of sale under the affordable 
scheme that they are owner occupiers.  

         Affordable purchasers not the type of residents they want- explained that this means key 
workers, nurses, teachers, police just starting their career. 

  

 Resident from Wheaton Road, Melrose Park: 

         Visited JA and spoke with JA team member/s on the 28th November. 

         General layout of site, dwelling design, setbacks and overlooking- Brought up the planning 
drawings on the big screen and demonstrated each- Resident was satisfied.  

         Through road- explained reasoning- Resident Satisfied  

         Stormwater of site- showed engineering drawings- Resident Satisfied 

         Overshadowing- Showed the design on the big screen, demonstrated that resident’s solar 
panels will not be effected. Resident Satisfied 

         Affordable housing- explained what this means, Resident Satisfied. 
  

Resident from Kegworth Road, Melrose Park: 

         JA team member/s spoke to resident on the 30th November via phone 

         Resident’s main concerns were traffic due to the new road, parking and 3 storey height of the 
apartments. 

         Talked through their concerns and how the project team had addressed them throughout the 
design process. 

 Resident was given the date, time and location of the drop in session at State Electoral Office for 
Elder on the 4th of December 
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Appendix 5C – Summary of Submissions received by Member for Elder’s Office/Renewal SA (Dec 8)  

Submission Summary and resident details withheld 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder
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Submission received by Member for Elder
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Submission received by Member for Elder
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Renewal SA 

 

 From: website-mail@renewalsa.com.au [mailto:website-mail@renewalsa.com.au]  

Sent: Monday, 11 December 2017 4:19 PM 

To: Renewal SA:Enquiries <RenewalSA.Enquiries@sa.gov.au> 

Subject: New submission from Contact Page Form 

 

Subject  

  Melrose Park Regent Street Renewal Project  

Your Name  

  DETAILS WITHHELD  

Daytime Telephone number  

  DETAILS WITHHELD  

Email address  

  DETAILS WITHHELD  

Message  

  

Please enter your message here. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

I wish to express my strong opposition to this project as it will lower the tone of the area by, 

 

Increasing traffic in Regent Street and Wheaton Road which is already quite a thorough fare with some 

speeding vehicles. 

 

In my opinion social housing causes problems with undesirable tenants and can increase crime in the area. 

 

Often people in this type of accommodation do not look after their environment as there are many other needs 

facing them - making gardening and care of the local environment a low priority. 

 

Regent Street should not be a through road as there would be increased parking causing congestion. 

 

This type of housing accommodation would lower house prices in the area and therefore my investment in my 

home would be reduced. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

DETAILS WITHHELD 

 

 

  

mailto:website-mail@renewalsa.com.au
mailto:website-mail@renewalsa.com.au
mailto:RenewalSA.Enquiries@sa.gov.au
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Submission received by Member for Elder 
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Appendix 6 – Drop-in and Chat Session Display panels & proposed plans 
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Appendix 7 Junction Australia Flyer 
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